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and by the end of the campaigning season the British army was
established in comfortable quarters in Philadelphia with a
secure line of communication down the Delaware, while
Washington's army, reduced by sickness and desertion to
barely 3000 men, was shivering and starving in the miserable
camp at Valley Forge.
This successful campaign, which had seemingly reduced the
American fortunes to the lowest point they had yet reached, was,
however, more than offset by the disastrous issue of Burgoyne's
operations in the upper Hudson valley. He had at his disposal
barely 8000 men when he commenced his advance late in June.
His plan was to push down Lake Champlain to Albany, where
he would be joined by £ detached force under St. Leger,
operating from Oswego down the Mohawk, and where he hoped
to hear news of the expected co-operation from New York.
St. Leger was soon checked and forced back to his starting-point
with heavy loss, but Burgoyne's operations opened well. He
secured Ticonderoga with little difficulty, cleared the forts
covering the approach from Lake Champlain to the upper
Hudson and, despite the increasing length of his line of
communications and serious shortage of supplies, pressed on
to within 20 miles of Albany. Here he was opposed by a
superior hostile force under Gates, with Arnold as his second in
command, and was compelled to halt. An attempt to relieve
the shortage of supplies, now becoming acute, by the despatch
of a detachment to capture a hostile store depot at Bennington
failed with heavy loss ; and a frontal assault on Gates' entrenched
positions, though carried out with the greatest gallantry, met
with the like result. Meanwhile local militia and partisans
were swarming around Burgoyne on every side, and though in
actual fact Clinton had at this very time moved northward from
his positions around New York and by a brilliant little coup
de main carried the forts blocking the Hudson 50 miles above
that city, his army was too far distant to exert any direct
influence on the situation in Burgoyne's front; nor did any news
of his success reach that General. Finally, at the beginning of
October, Arnold was allowed by Gates to take the offensive ; the
British, forced back into the river valley at Saratoga, were sur-
rounded on every side* and Burgoyne, without hope of succour,
capitulated on October 16 with his whole force of 5700 men.
With this disaster ended the first phase of the War of
American Independence; and when the campaign of 1778
opened Great Britain was faced, not merely with the forces of
her revolted colonies, but with a formidable array of hereditary
foes and unfriendly neutrals eager for revenge for past defeats
and slighted rights.

